
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

   

 

    

 

 

    

    

     

     

    

 

 

 

   

   

    

 

   

    

 

 

                                                 
         

  

        

What Counts? 
Higher Education’s Existential Identity Crisis 

Nancy Cantor
 
Chancellor
 

Syracuse University1
 

We live in a society infatuated with rankings, evaluations, head-head competitions, and 

the like. We also live in a fast-changing world, dominated by the Tsunami of technology 

innovation, changing demography, community reinvention, shifting borders, growing disparities, 

polarization, and unnerving uncertainty. And when it comes to organizations, from universities 

to governmental entities to corporations, this can be a recipe for existential identity crisis – who 

are we, what are we trying to do, and how do we measure up? 

As a psychologist, you’ll pardon me if I say that an existential identity crisis every so 

often isn’t such a bad thing for growth and creativity.  As a social-personality psychologist, let 

me put a plug in for the “social” nature of identity – we define ourselves via others – social 

comparison is natural – but we also grow most by reflecting on what others reflect back to us, 

what psychologists have long called “the looking glass self.”
2 

In the face of social feedback and 

reflections, we then make our own commitments and choices as we go. So I applaud your 

reflections in this retreat on “what counts?” and I urge you to consider the question both from the 

reflections from others and from your own purposes and perspectives. 

Higher Education’s Looking Glass Self: The Pitfalls and the Promise 

In this regard I think it helps to frame the discussion by what I will call an “outside-in” 

reflection on higher education – asking first what we look like to the “public” (not that there is 

one public) and then what the “public” needs from us.  In other words, what is the looking glass 

reflection of higher education today? 

From the outside, as characterized in the media, higher education is almost a necessary 

evil – evil in terms of run-away costs, low productivity, anachronistic pedagogies, the 

perpetuation of privilege – but also necessary for private gains in a knowledge economy and as 

the engine of public prosperity in an innovation-lead global marketplace. 

1 
Invited keynote address delivered at the University of Illinois at Chicago annual leadership retreat, What Counts?, 


August 21, 2012.
 
2 

Charles H. Cooley, Human Nature and the Social Order. New York: Scribner, 1902.
 



  

     

  

   

 

 

  

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

  

 

  

  

   

 

   

 

  

 

 

   

   

     

                                                 
            

       

 

           

            

        

  

             

         

   

        

What Counts?  Higher Education’s Existential Identity Crisis 2 

Yet, as we celebrate the 150
th 

anniversary of the Morrill Act, we also recall that in the 

midst of one of the most divisive chapters in our history, Lincoln prophesied that post-civil war 

America would prosper by building “democracy’s colleges,” with land-grant universities barn-

raising with their communities, joining together to simultaneously create innovation and spread 

educational opportunity.
3 
This more optimistic reflection of higher education’s promise is still 

alive today, and many people are beginning to remind us that in the contemporary context of 

divisive politics and contested and unequal prosperity, higher education needs to step to the 

plate, barn-raising once again.
4 

To put it simply, from one looking-glass reflection we look like a run-away train and 

from another we look like a magic bullet for what ails society – and of course some mix of both 

reflections is likely most helpful as we consider what counts. 

Looking at Ourselves: What We “Have” and What We “Do” 

Moving from the outside reflections to our own assessments, it is also important to take 

note that there are different approaches to characterizing the essence and the success of 

individuals and organizations.  And at the risk of over-using psychology, here are two ways of 

conceptualizing individuals and their accomplishments that lead to different considerations of 

what counts. Way back in 1937, the great personality psychologist Gordon Allport noted that 

“personality is something and personality does something.” Building on his work, I wrote about 

the “having” and “doing” in the study of personality, suggesting that if we focus just on what 

people “have” (their relatively stable traits), then we will miss the many ways in which they 

adapt to social contexts, set goals, and thus change over the life course – we will miss what they 

are trying to “do” and how well that is going.
5 

The same, I would argue can be said about 

institutions, and this is very relevant to questions of what counts. 

If, as psychologist Carol Dweck has demonstrated in her pioneering work on mindsets for 

success, we begin with what we believe to be individuals’ (or institutions’) basic, fixed qualities, 

we will focus on documenting them instead of developing them.  By contrast, Dweck suggests 

that the recipe for success for individuals is to develop a growth mindset, and to figure out how 

to assess success dynamically not statically.
6 

While these distinctions are intended to describe 

different approaches to assessing individual achievement and growth and development, they can 

easily be extrapolated to fit organizations like universities. As such, they provide different ways 

of mapping and assessing our institutional identities and “what counts” about them. 

3 
Scott Peters, Democracy’s College, posted on http://www.DemocracyU.wordpress.com 7 Dec. 2011. See also
 

Nancy Cantor, The Public Mission of Higher Education: Barn-Raisings a Century Later,
 
http://syr.edu/chancellor/speeches/Wisconsin_Idea_Symposium. 

4 

See, for example, National Task Force on Civic Learning and Democratic Engagement, A Crucible Moment:
 
College Learning and Democracy’s Future, American Association of Colleges and Universities, Washington DC,
 
Jan. 2012; Harry Boyte and Nancy Cantor, “We Are The Ones We’ve Been Waiting For,” The Huffington Post, 

August 24, 2011.
 
5 
Nancy Cantor, “From Thought to Behavior: ‘Having’ and ‘Doing’ in the Study of Personality and Cognition,” 

American Psychologist, June, 1990. V. 45(5), 735-750; Gordon W. Allport, Personality: A Psychological 

Interpretation. New York: Holt, 1937.
 
6 

Carol Dweck, Mindset: The New Psychology of Success, New York: Random House, 2006.
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What Counts?  Higher Education’s Existential Identity Crisis 3 

For example, from the perspective of most traditional ranking systems, our universities 

are characterized by what we “have” -- the selectivity of our students, the external research 

funding of our faculty, the size of our endowments.  Hence, the approach to counting emphasizes 

comparative quality and assumes a relatively fixed hierarchy on those attributes.  So, for 

example, when peers rate the “reputation” of institutions in US News, they are by necessity 

working off of a relatively fixed image of the selectivity and productivity of a place, as compared 

to tallying progress or growth that might capture for example the new student populations being 

reached or research partnerships being cultivated.
7 

In other words, conventional ranking metrics 

envision universities comparatively in relatively fixed ways with little or no attention to their 

goals and commitments to respond to changing realities with anything like a “growth mindset,” 

as Dweck would characterize it. 

Clearly, an alternative approach to both who we are and what counts might recognize the 

place-based realities and social responsibilities of institutions, emphasizing what an institution is 

“doing” – its strategic commitments and directions – and how well it is growing them in 

response to changing societal demands and opportunities. This more social and dynamic 

approach to what counts might, for example, consider an institution’s success in reaching new 

student populations and in cultivating their as yet untapped talents.
8 

Bill Gates, in a recent interview with The Chronicle of Higher Education, contrasted this 

“value-added” assessment to the more conventional metrics that measure more about the input 

characteristics of students and less (or worse, nothing) about what they become because they 

spent time at our institutions.  He said: “You'd think people would say, ‘We take people with low 

SATs and make them really good lawyers.’ Instead they say, ‘We take people with very high 

SATs and we don't really know what we create, but at least they're smart when they show up 

here so maybe they still are when we're done with them.’ So it's a field without a kind of clear 

metric that then you can experiment and see if you're still continuing to achieve it.”
9 

Key to his point is the emphasis on what institutions do with students (where they end 

versus what they had all along) and, as importantly, on the incentives for experimentation, for 

attempts to grow and improve, both for students (as future employees) and in terms of the 

(social) impact of the universities they attend. 

Absent from most traditional ranking systems is an emphasis on social responsibility and 

social impact, and an assessment of the choices institutions make every day that affect their 

responsiveness in our highly challenged and divided world.
10 

As many of our institutions are 

increasingly moving from traditional “ivory tower,” inward looking identities toward visions of 

7 
This is not to say that institutions can’t concertedly “improve” on those fixed attributes, as for example, many
	

institutions have done in US News rankings by increasing their financial resources and their selectivity. Rather, my
 
point is that the privileging of certain attributes of an institution (e.g., resources, selectivity) over others (e.g.,
 
cultivation of under-served populations, collaborations in community) has tended to favor stability of ranking – the 

“rich get richer” – perhaps over new visions for higher education. See, for example, Malcolm Gladwell, “The Order
 
of Things,” The New Yorker, 14-21 Feb. 2011.
 
8 
Nancy Cantor, “Are College Rankings Out of Step with America’s Future?” The Huffington Post, September 20,
 

2011.
 
9 

Bill Gates, Interview in The Chronicle of Higher Education, June 25, 2012.
 
10 

By contrast, Washington Monthly is attempting to at least measure the social impact of graduates of universities
 
and the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching has embarked on assessments of and citations for
 
Engaged Institutions.
 

http:world.10


  

 

  

 

 

      

  

   

   

    

     

   

   

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

    

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
        

             

              

             

            

       

           

        

What Counts?  Higher Education’s Existential Identity Crisis 4 

universities (whether private or public institutions) that emphasize an outwardly connected 

public mission, an approach to counting what we “do” in the world with metrics that measure 

impact over time and in our “places,” becomes ever more critical, albeit often at odds with 

prevailing incentives.  For example, much collaborative research and scholarship that crosses 

sectors, involves funding that does not exclusively or even primarily accrue to the bottom line of 

the institution, and produces “products” that are difficult to “count” or attribute individually and 

whose impact may take considerable time to be realized.
11 

This publicly-engaged scholarship 

can be a nightmare when viewed from the perspective of traditional counts – research dollars 

flowing through the university’s budget; scholarly citations; short-term impact – yet it is highly 

influential in building an institutional identity as a public good and therefore should count.
12 

In fact, as we consider the diverse faculty of the future, many of whom have deep ties to 

communities and commitments to community partnerships, including working with students on 

publicly engaged scholarship and teaching, we will increasingly find that not only should this 

scholarship count, it must count. 
13 

While not entirely new as an institutional challenge (or 

commitment), especially in a place with as much excellence in translational research and as 

strong a commitment to its city as UIC, the full impact of your campus-wide initiatives on cluster 

hiring, social justice, sustainability, and diversity, will surely require a thorough-going reflection 

on what and how to reward excellence in public scholarship, teaching, and engagement.  

We have certainly seen this challenge at Syracuse, which though private is very much 

focusing on its public mission as an anchor institution, and I thought I would take a few moments 

here to describe how it has unfolded for us.  We are deeply engaged in collaborative projects in 

our older industrial city and region, strongly committed to building a vibrant economy in our 

long-abandoned urban core, and to creating opportunity with a very talented but long thwarted 

multicultural citizenry.  All of our work, whether in sustainable architecture, design, and 

engineering, entrepreneurship, art and technology, inclusive urban education, literacy, health and 

nutrition, and more, is conducted collaboratively, often via specially created 501c3s that can give 

democratic voice to a wide-ranging “community of experts” inclusive of, but not privileging 

university scholars and students over residents, community-based organizations, and local 

leaders.  Central to this work is a commitment to create pathways of opportunity for children in 

this region, especially through our partnership with the Say to Education Foundation and the 

Syracuse City Schools on a district-wide turn-around providing not only academic and socio-

emotional and health and legal supports in school but free college tuition after school.  We 

partner also with our local community colleges, especially Onondaga Community College, to 

ensure seamless and financially secure pathways to SU, as well as with the Native Nations of our 

region through our Haudenosaunee Promise Scholarship.  In other words, our public engagement 

agenda intertwines public scholarship and teaching in community with a commitment to access 

and opportunity on campus. 

11 
Questions about the time scale or schedule of “counting” are also critical. The traditional media-driven rankings 

are geared to selling magazines, year in and year out, and so they under-value impacts and outcomes that take a 

while to evolve, and they also tend to include slight variations on standard metrics in order to (somewhat artificially) 

introduce change in the rankings without really capturing the dynamics of what an institution is “doing” over time. 
12 

Julie Ellison and Timothy K. Eatman, Scholarship in Public: Knowledge Creation and Tenure Policy in the 

Engaged University. Syracuse, NY: Imagining America, 2008.
 
13 

George Sanchez, Crossing Figueroa: The Tangled Web of Diversity and Democracy, John Dewey Lecture,
 
University of Michigan, October 2004.
 

http:count.12
http:realized.11


  

 

    

 

   

 

  

 

   

 

   

   

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

   

   

 

  

 

    

      

   

 

   

  

 

   

                                                 
        

       

       

            

   

What Counts?  Higher Education’s Existential Identity Crisis 5 

Progressive Transformation 

Lest, I give the impression that this has all come easily, or that it is in any way a finished, 

fully-functioning and rewarded agenda, I want to underscore that this kind of two-way street of 

university-community collaboration and access is very much a work in progress. While it is 

consistent in many ways with our institutional legacy, including, for example, decades of 

activism for disabilities rights and preeminence in public affairs, it is also new in many ways too. 

For example, the full embrace of our social responsibilities specifically in our region and city 

(but also as global citizens) requires new skills at collaboration and reciprocity with diverse 

multigenerational communities of experts well beyond our disciplinary networks.  That is, to 

effectively carry out this publicly-focused agenda, which the social legal theorist Susan Sturm 

calls “institutional citizenship,”
14 

Syracuse has to transform ourselves – and we are working on it 

– but in ways that often go counter to the incentives driving traditional rankings.  

On the scholarship and teaching side, for example, we are raising a great deal of national 

funding for this work but most typically, while it directly benefits our students and faculty, on 

paper it flows directly into the collaborative entities that we form around our big projects so that 

while this ensures democratic participation by our full “community of experts,” it does not feed 

the ranking metrics of research funding specifically for SU.  Similarly, faculty who do this work 

are deeply collaborative in their practices and when it comes to assessing “contributions” in both 

scholarship and in teaching, it is tricky if not counterproductive to try to attribute “credit” 

individually.  We worked for four years with our university senate to incorporate text on 

rewarding publicly-engaged scholarship in tenure and promotion, and while we now have such 

rhetoric in place, the hard work is yet to come as a critical mass of individual cases test the 

system. 

A parallel set of issues arise in the recruitment and support of students, as we embrace an 

outreach agenda that can appear to fly in the face of incentives for enhanced “selectivity.”
15 

As 

you at UIC have noted in your newest diversity strategic plan, for example, some question 

whether a persistent economic slump is the time to invest the kind of resources it takes to 

genuinely commit ourselves to vigorous pursuit of a diversity agenda. But, as you conclude, 

“Our ethical responsibility compels us to recognize a basic human right that everyone should have 

access to learn, excel and succeed in public higher education.”16 

We couldn’t agree more at Syracuse. We are a “selective” private institution that is unusually 

large and diverse (28% of our 13,400 undergraduates are Pell eligible), and our commitments 

that extend not only to under-served students in our region, but nationally, and to partnerships 

with front-line community colleges, work directly against maximizing many of the conventional 

student “quality” metrics, as the Chronicle of Higher Education so pointedly noted in an article 

entitled “Syracuse’s Slide.” (Of course, one might have entitled the same article, “Syracuse’s 

Surge” as Eric Hoover, another Chronicle reporter noted several days later – that is, if you 

14 
Susan Sturm, ”The Architecture of Inclusion: Interdisciplinary Insights on Pursuing Institutional Citizenship,” 

Harvard Journal of Law and Gender 247 (2006): 248-334.
 
15 

Nancy Cantor, Op cit. The Huffington Post.
 
16 

University of Illinois at Chicago, A Mosaic for UIC Transformation (Diversity Strategic Plan), Working Draft, 

January 23, 2012.
 



  

    

 

   

   

   

    

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

   

 

  

    

    

   

  

 

    

  

  

 

    

 

  

                                                 

           

          
         

        

           

      

What Counts?  Higher Education’s Existential Identity Crisis 6 

focused on the “triumph” of increasing diversity in the incoming class.)
17 

Regardless (of whether 

this is a slide or a surge), intentional, deliberate outreach into previously under-served 

communities can without question add quality to our student bodies, as our partners at the Posse 

Foundation, for one example, have so clearly shown.
18 

Most importantly, we should all come to 

judge ourselves as much on whom we reach as on whom we reject. At SU we are committed to 

counting our successes as we join institutions across the country in transforming our campuses to 

produce the next diverse generation of civic leaders, professionals, and citizens.
19 

But to do that 

we need to figure out how to measure progress on grounds that make sense, both to us, and to the 

broader set of public stakeholders to whom we answer. 

Multiple Purposes and Multiple Ways to Count 

It perhaps goes without saying that what counts depends on our institutional purposes – what 

we are trying to do, and those purposes are in turn shaped at least in part by who we are, where 

we are situated, and to whom we are primarily answering.  While leadership and/or current 

events can push a university in one direction or another, history, location, and stakeholders 

matter too.  For example, as you consider what counts for UIC, just as we have been trying to do 

at SU, there are at least three frameworks, driven by different purposes and responsive to 

different stakeholders that can guide your efforts and choices, and they don’t always push in the 

same direction. 

When we think, for example, of traditional ranking methodologies for universities, the 

orienting framework is a comparative quality framework. The idea is to identify existing evident 

quality -- the “best and brightest” (according to standard indicators) of students and scholars -- in 

order to document our national competitive advantage in education and knowledge production 

and innovation. To do this, institutions are rated and then ranked by counting “basic” attributes, 

whether in terms of competitiveness for students, research funding, or philanthropic support. 

The effect of this approach is typically a consolidation process in which students and scholars 

with evident track records of achievement select into places with comparable histories of 

excellence, building a potential advantage for US higher education as a global thought leader. 

By building upon established quality this process, and the rankings that drive it, can serve to 

advance many national agendas, especially in science and technology, making the most of 

historical investments in universities, and encouraging competitiveness in K-12 curricula, such 

as advance placement that position students to take full advantage of their university experience.  

Alongside this (consolidation of) institutional quality framework, another very powerful 

mission for higher education – which as a short-hand I’ll call the public good framework – takes 

a more outward-looking or societal focus, emphasizing how well the institution is doing in 

engaging with pressing public issues.  Here the task is to understand the fit between the strengths 

of the institution and the needs of its community, which might be close by, across the nation, or 

17 
Robin Wilson, “Syracuse's Slide,” The Chronicle of Higher Education, October 2, 2011. See also Eric Hoover, 

“Syracuse, Selectivity, and ‘Old Measures’,” The Chronicle of Higher Education, October 13, 2011. 
18 

Susan Sturm, Brittani Kirkpatrick, & Tina Wu, Transformative Leadership: The Posse Foundation’s Impact on 

Institutional Partners. Center for Institutional and Social Change, Columbia University, NY, 2010. 
19 

See Susan Sturm and Nancy Cantor, Transformative Leadership for a More Just Society: Revitalizing Higher 

Education’s Role (Ford Foundation White Paper), 2011. 

http:citizens.19
http:shown.18


  

  

  

    

  

  

 

  

  

  

 

    

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

    

 

 

 

  

       

What Counts?  Higher Education’s Existential Identity Crisis 7 

around the globe.  Since these needs change dynamically, and since universities can adapt and 

develop strengths, this framework falls more in the “doing” than “having” category. For 

example, how well is the institution engaging with and cultivating a broader range of intellectual, 

social, and human capital capacity to train the next diverse generation? Is it succeeding over 

time in creating new talent pools, forming new programs, or establishing effective high-impact 

community-based collaborations? Whereas the assessments might well still be inter-institutional 

on any given dimension, counting for example success in reaching previously under-served 

talent relative to other similar institutions, the emphasis shifts first to more dynamic measures 

and most critically to assessments of how responsive the institution is able to be to societal needs 

and opportunities, and what difference it is making.  Do we know how to identify students who 

can thrive beyond those who already had every opportunity to do so?  Can we be good partners 

in communities, creating democratic communities of experts that barn-raise together to problem-

solve?  What are we doing to support the students and faculty who do this engaged work? This 

set of public aims and engaged practices serves a different national agenda than most traditional 

rankings or assessments, one that fits with the pervasive need to respond to the disparities in our 

midst, the divided communities we often live in, and the prevalent need for civic leadership of all 

kinds and expertise from all directions.  This is about growing talent and engaged expertise, 

often in new places and with new partners, to everyone’s benefit. 

A third orienting framework, which I’ll dub the productivity framework, also emphasizes 

change and outreach, but from a different perspective, one that looks to “disruptive practices” 

and asks whether an institution is keeping pace with change.  Here the aim is to share and spread 

education and innovation as widely as possible for as low cost as possible using new technology, 

pedagogies, business processes and organizational structures. This might involve new platforms 

for open source courses, the creation of degree or non-degree programs that maximize face-face 

time for intense collaborative learning while “flipping” the traditional classroom so that the 

lecture material is on-line. Assessment in that case might count how well the institution is doing 

at both reaching new populations via technology-based distributed learning offerings, but also 

how successful different populations of students are in these courses and programs.  The 

institution might also be assessed on the creativity and innovativeness of these various degree 

and non-degree programs as well as its success in lowering costs of delivery and/or freeing 

faculty time for more effective hands-on collaborative and engaged teaching.  Similar 

“disruptive” approaches to research, entrepreneurship, and technology transfer, might involve 

attention to the effectiveness of shared research facilities, either across institutions or with 

private industry, and the streamlining of policies and practices to support translational research, 

start-ups, and shared innovation.  In both education and research, this is about innovation in how 

we are organized, what we do ourselves versus share with others, where we do our work, and so 

on. It is about effectiveness and efficiency and making choices about the wise use of time and 

talent and financial resources. 

What Counts? It’s a Choice 

Ultimately, and not surprisingly, what counts depends upon a set of critical choices about 

what matters most, even while we all need to pay attention to quality, public good, and 

productivity at the same time. There are certainly ways to integrate these frameworks, but there 



  

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

   

  

 

    

 

 

   

  

  

   

 

    

 

  

  

 

  

    

 

  

 

 

   

    

 

  

 

 

 

                                                 
              

What Counts?  Higher Education’s Existential Identity Crisis 8 

are also some (at least short-term) trade-offs to consider, and so it helps to make critical 

commitments clear. 

Interestingly, such clarity of commitment is beginning to be seen on a global stage.  For 

example, Nick Clegg, Deputy Prime Minister of England, recently gave a speech on social 

mobility and education, in which he decried the closed nature of British society, noting that “one 

in five children are on free school meals; only one in a hundred Oxbridge entrants were.” He 

goes on to say: “We must create a more dynamic society. One where what matters most is the 

person you become (my italics), not the person you were born.”  (I wager that Carol Dweck 

would be very happy with this mindset.)  Clegg translates this growth mindset into a prescription 

for what universities should count – saying: “The Coalition Government is encouraging 

universities to recruit on the basis of objective potential (my italics), on the basis of ability to 

excel, not purely on previous attainment.”
20 

Similarly, I think that many of us are also asserting more forcefully and clearly a 

commitment to social mobility and public problem-solving in which an inclusive institutional 

identity and engagement with diverse stakeholders is important.  The work that Paula Allen-

Meares, Lon Kaufman, Barbara Ransby, and many others on this campus, are doing to articulate 

a social justice mission speaks volumes about such a commitment.  This commitment, in turn, 

will drive some decisions about what counts.  UIC, for example, as a public research university 

in a major metropolitan setting with a history of student access, and excellence in translational 

research and community-based engagement, has choices to make as to how to fully embrace and 

count this public good mission.  This involves recognizing some necessary trade-offs while 

finding ways to articulate quality and productivity, but on your terms.  This will be no easy 

juggling act, particularly in light of the different stakeholders’ interests– ranging from faculty 

who feel the pressure of incentives to maximize stature on traditional dimensions, a university 

system looking toward uniform standards, a public hungry for access and affordability, a 

fiscally-strapped state, and so on. 

Suppose for example, you make a strong commitment to the public good agenda of 

increasing the reach of educational opportunity to create real social mobility and overcome 

pervasive and unjust disparities in employment, health, incarceration, and education 

disproportionately affecting poor and minority communities.  As noted earlier this will likely 

require a trade-off (in the short-term) of quantitative student quality indicators in favor of 

broader talent discovery, and therefore different things will have to “count” as progress for the 

time being.  However, in the long-run, this trade-off in “quality” (as measured by traditional 

indicators) will reap success as it will both produce a fairer society and serve an American 

competitiveness agenda in STEM and other fields by opening up new talent pools for a 

prosperous future.  Similarly, while on-line open course ware may be a very efficient one-size 

fits all way to share knowledge and free university experts for more productive investments of 

time and energy, it may not be an immediate solution to reaching students who come from highly 

under-resourced K-12 backgrounds.  By contrast, investments in “flipped classrooms” that tailor 

face-face interaction and enhance collaborative learning might well serve all students, and 

provide good opportunities for learning across difference as well.  Although this model might 

fall short on pure productivity grounds, it could well outstrip traditional pedagogies in 

20 
Nick Clegg, On Social Mobility, speech delivered to the Sutton Trust on 22 May, 2012. 



  

  

 

  

 

   

 

 

  

   

   

  

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

  

 

 

   

 

  

   

   

   

    

  

 

  

  

                                                 
           

   

What Counts?  Higher Education’s Existential Identity Crisis 9 

demonstrating the value added quality of faculty time, thus addressing some of the concerns of 

our external, public stakeholders.  

At the same time, to be effective on this educational opportunity agenda, we must establish 

legitimacy and trust within communities beyond the reach of our campuses.  This might, for 

example, involve investing in collaborative community-based research and scholarship, 

translating our expertise in ways that impact positively on the quality of life and prosperity 

around us. Such work, to have credibility, is often conducted with partners, certainly including 

other academic institutions, but as often crossing sectors, from business to government to 

neighborhood non-profits and resident associations.  While this kind of publicly-engaged 

research, scholarship, and teaching, can be very labor intensive and require institutions to 

transform our normal ways of “doing business” (as noted earlier in regards to tenure and 

promotion practices), it can potentially translate into shared costs and increased institutional 

“productivity.” Reorganizing how and where and with whom we do our work, for example in  

shared facilities and projects and funding, may well be the most cost effective way to spur 

innovation that can be invested in, owned and embraced by many sectors and communities.  As 

such, this engaged approach can simultaneously serve the public good and the productivity 

missions, even if in the short-term, with the currently popular institution-based comparative 

ranking systems, “credit” may not fall directly to the bottom line of research expenditures and/or 

status. And, who knows, even the prevalent modes of assessing research impact may be shifting, 

as the National Science Foundation recently noted how collaborative work is now becoming 

more normative in sponsored research.
21 

Back to the Future: The Morrill Act 150 Years Later 

When universities like UIC and Syracuse consider what counts, it may well be useful to 

begin and end with a lesson from history.  As I noted at the start today, 150 years ago Abraham 

Lincoln and Justin Morrill (a Senator from Vermont) also pondered the role of higher education 

in healing the wounds of social and economic division to try to spur unity and prosperity. Their 

response, decidedly framed in terms of the public mission of higher education, urged land-grant 

institutions to reach out to work with and in communities, and to share that work, as the iconic 

metaphor of a barn-raising suggests.  These colleges created new opportunity – social mobility 

akin to what Nick Clegg calls for now – and they were demonstrably non-elitist, adding value 

through education and innovative practices, not unlike what Bill Gates calls for today.  Hence, 

when I think about what counts – that is my touchstone; can we view education as cultivation? 

Can we plant new seeds of innovation that we collectively nurture both on our campuses and as 

importantly in the communities with whom we share a common fate? And by the way, I firmly 

believe that we can find ways to do this efficiently and cost effectively if we barn-raise together, 

especially as our individualism isn’t particularly sustainable.  More to the point, if we don’t 

change the fate of our metropolitan communities, and continue to waste a larger and larger share 

of our nation’s talent pool, we can’t succeed, by any count.  Who knows, there may even come a 

day when even U.S. News begins to recognize the value-added role for higher education that two 

21 
See report from The National Science Foundation on the growing popularity of collaborative research, as cited in 

The Chronicle of Higher Education, August 18, 2012. 

http:research.21
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wise men saw over a century ago.  There is always hope, and that is why an existential identity 

crisis isn’t a bad thing, every 150 years or so. 
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What higher education looks like 
to the public 

Disruptive Technology Offers 
Opportunities and Threats for 

Established Universities… 
We expect virtually all traditional colleges 
and universities to develop hybrid learning 

models in coming years as a means of 
growing enrollment and lowering cost per 

student. 
Moody’s, July 2012 

Once a Leader, U.S. Lags in College Degrees 

At the majority of institutions, the pace 
of change is slower than it needs to be. 

Plenty of hurdles exist, including the 
belief that things will return to the way 
they always were. (Note: They won’t.) 

Bain & Co. 2012 

What society needs from higher 
education 

Education is critical to our hopes of a fairer society…But too many children from less 
advantaged homes look at certain qualifications, educational institutions, or jobs and 

think: ‘That’s not for people like me’. Because all too often, that’s the message they’ve 
heard, over and over again. 

Nick Clegg, U.K. Deputy Prime Minister, 2012 

It is difficult to see how much longer the 
United States can abide widely divergent 

educational outcomes by race and 
ethnicity, given our changing population 

characteristics. 
The Brookings Institution, 2010 

Everywhere you look around the world we see 
investments in the future which recognize what the 21st 

Century will look like. Isn’t it about time we did the same? 
Instead of cutting back our funding for education and 

research; shouldn’t we be doing the opposite? 
Craig Barrett, CEO Emeritus, Intel, 2012 
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“Having” vs. “Doing” 

What we “have” What we “do” 

 Selectivity of our  Place-based realities and 
students social responsibilities 

 External research  Strategic commitments 
funding of our faculty and directions, and 

growing them in  Size of our 
response to changing endowments 
societal demands and 

A relatively fixed opportunities 
image of selectivity A more social and 
and productivity dynamic approach to 

what counts 

Bill Gates on the landscape 

“And they (higher education) don’t have very good metrics of 
what is their value-added.  If you try and compare two 
universities, you’ll find out a lot more about the inputs—this 
university has high SAT scores compared to this one.  And it’s 
sort of the opposite of what you’d think.  You’d think people 
would say, ‘We take people with low SATs and make them really 
good lawyers.’  Instead they say, ‘We take people with very high 
SATs and we don’t really know what we create, but at least 
they’re smart when they show up here so maybe they still are 
when we’re done with them.’  So it’s a field without a kind of 
clear metric that then you can experiment and see if you’re still 
continuing to achieve it.” 

Bill Gates, Interview in The Chronicle of Higher Education, June 25, 2012 
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Transformative Collaboration 

Comparative Quality Framework 

 Identify existing evident quality—“the best 
and the brightest” 

Rate and rank by counting “basic” 
attributes 

 Competitiveness for students 

 Research funding 

 Philanthropic support 

Students and scholars with evident track 
records of achievement select into places 
with comparable histories of excellence 

Advance national agendas, esp. in STEM 
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Public Good Framework 

Emphasizes how well the institution is 
doing in engaging with pressing public 
issues 

Understand the fit between the strengths 
of the institution and the needs of its 
community 

Reaching previously under-served talent 

Being a good partner in community 

Reward engaged scholarship 

More about “doing” than “having” 

Productivity Framework 

Emphasizes “disruptive” practices 

Share and spread education and 
innovation as widely as possible for as 
low cost as possible using: 

 New technology 

 New pedagogies 

 Business processes and organizational structures 

 Innovation in how we are organized, what 
we do ourselves versus share with others, 
where we do our work 
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The Global Resonance of “Doing”
 

“We must create a more dynamic society. One 
where what matters most is the person you 
become, not the person you were born…The 
Coalition Government is encouraging 
universities to recruit on the basis of objective 
potential, on the basis of ability to excel, not 
purely on previous attainment.” 

Nick Clegg, U.K. Deputy Prime Minister, On Social Mobility, speech delivered to the Sutton 
Trust on 22 May, 2012 (emphasis added) 

Planting New Seeds of Innovation
 

Spurring prosperity Cultivating talent 

Metropolitan barn raisings 
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